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Strong World-Wide Interest in High Energy ProtonProton Colliders (as well as e+/e- colliders)
• In the EU (European Strategy for Particle Physics)
§ Future Circular Collider (FCC)
• Emphasis on high field magnets and high gradient accelerating structures
• Design study and cost review due in 2018
And perhaps a
• 80/100 km tunnel with 16/20T dipole magnets

• In China

High Energy LHC

§ Circular Electron-Positron Collider (CEPC) and Super proton-proton
Collider (SppC)
• 20T dipoles for SppC

• In the U.S.
§ Support in US from Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5)
• “A very high-energy proton-proton collider is the most powerful future tool . . .”
• “endorses medium-term R&D on high-field magnets and materials . . .”
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Magnets for HEP Accelerators
Accelerator magnets
Arc magnets (dipoles and quadrupoles)
Interaction Region (dipoles and quadrupoles)
Injector magnets (fast ramping)
Detector Magnets
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High Field Arc Magnets are Challenging
Consider the FCC
•

16 – 20T Dipoles (more than twice operating field of LHC)

•

Synchrotron radiation (high field magnets and smaller ring)
§ Current LHC is 0.2 W/m/beam
§ For 16T/100 km - 28.4 W/m/beam for a total heat load of 4.8 MW
§ For 20T/80 km - 44.3 W/m/beam for a total heat load of 5.8 MW

If this load is falling directly on the magnet cold masses working at 1.9 K/4.5 K, the
corresponding total electrical power to refrigerators is
–> 4.3/1.1 GW for FCC-hh 100 km
–> 5.2 /1.3 GW for FCC-hh 80 km

§ CERN baseline is currently 100km/16T/1.9K

L. Tavian, CERN
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Interaction Quads/Dipoles have their own challenges
• Debris from interaction region at detectors generates enormous
radiation induced heat loads and high radiation dose of magnet
components
• Mitigation includes larger bore (higher field on the conductor)
§ Intercept less energy or add shielding inside magnet bore
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Goals for the U.S. Magnet Development Program
GOAL 1:
Explore the performance limits of Nb3Sn accelerator magnets with a focus on minimizing
the required operating margin and significantly reducing or eliminating training.

GOAL 2:
Develop and demonstrate an HTS accelerator magnet with a self-field of 5 T or greater
compatible with operation in a hybrid LTS/HTS magnet for fields beyond 16 T.

GOAL 3:
Support the above efforts by addressing fundamental aspects of magnet design and technology
that can lead to substantial performance improvements and magnet cost reduction.

GOAL 4:
Pursue Nb3Sn and HTS conductor R&D with clear targets to increase performance and reduce
the cost of accelerator magnets.
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The Program is Guided by the Driving Questions
Questions related to performance
① What is the nature of accelerator magnet training? Can we reduce or
eliminate it?
② What are the drivers and required operation margin for Nb3Sn and
HTS accelerator magnets?
③ What are the mechanical limits and possible stress management
approaches for Nb3Sn and 20 T LTS/HTS magnets?
④ What are the limitations on means to safely protect Nb3Sn and
HTS magnets?
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The Program is Guided by the Driving Questions
Questions related to cost
⑤ Can we provide accelerator quality Nb3Sn magnets in the range
of 16 T?
⑥ Is operation at 16 T economically justified? What is the optimal
operational field for Nb3Sn dipoles?
⑦ What is the optimal operating temperature for Nb3Sn and
HTS magnets?
⑧ Can we build practical and affordable accelerator magnets with
HTS conductor(s)?
⑨ Are there innovative approaches to magnet design that address the
key cost drivers for Nb3Sn and HTS magnets that will shift the cost
optimum to higher fields?
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The Program is Guided by the Driving Questions
Questions related to conductor development
⑩ What are the near and long-term goals for Nb3Sn and HTS conductor
development? What performance parameters in Nb3Sn and HTS
conductors are most critical for high field accelerator magnets?
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REBCO in the context of the MDP Goals and HEP
applications
The Good
① High Jc
② No post-processing required
③ Operation at temperatures above 4.5K
④ No training?
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REBCO in the context of the MDP Goals and HEP
applications
The Bad
① Low Je
② Need high current cables
③ Anisotropic
④ Difficult to detect quench and protect the magnet
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REBCO in the context of the MDP Goals and HEP
applications
The Ugly
① Cost
② It’s a tape! (Not a wire)
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The Conductor Competition

•

With few exceptions all accelerator magnets use Rutherford-style
cables
§ Multi-strand – reduce strand length, fewer turns (lower inductance)
§ High current density (Jcoil ~ 600 – 1,000 A/mm2)
§ Precise dimensions – controlled conductor placement (field quality)
§ Current redistribution – stability
§ Fine filaments (5 – 40 microns)
§ Twisting to reduce interstrand coupling currents (field quality)
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Moving Forward – concentrate on positives and
mitigation of negatives (forget cost for now)
• The number of activities developing REBCO accelerator
magnets is growing
• We absolutely need to build magnets!
§ Emphasis on development of high current cables
§ Handle the magnetization effects
§ Geometries that can effectively utilize tapes/cables from tapes
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Short Survey of Past, Current and
Future R&D
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LARP* Racetrack Quad Reduces Energy Deposition
Nb3Sn LHC IR Quad

Max Rad Dep

N.V. Mokhov, et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 18, 051001 (2015)

*LHC Accelerator Research Program
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Nb3Sn Prototype Performed Well

Favorable geometry for tape
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EuCARD-2 “Feather” Insert

5T, 40mm aperture
accelerator quality demonstrator
to produce 17 – 20 Tesla when inserted
into FRESCA-2 (100 m bore)

G. Kirby, et al., IEEE Transactions on Applied Superconductivity, Vol. 25, No. 3, June 2015
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BNL 20T Hybrid Design and Insert Tests

10T Nb3Sn Common Coil
for inset tests

Gupta, et al., Proceedings of IPAC15
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Stacked Tapes and CORC® Canted-Cosine Theta (CCT)

Develop insert testing
infrastructure using 10T CCT

U.S. Magnet Development Program
X.Wang, LBNL
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Moving forward with REBCO in HEP
•

Special applications could benefit
§ High temperature operation
§ High field

•

Rethink quench protection philosophy

•

High current cables a necessity
§ Apply some of the No-Insulation coil techniques to cables?

•

Cost is a continuing concern
§ Need a market
§ Indirectly we can demonstrate viability of REBCO for magnets
§ Disruptive processing technology?

Overall I believe the outlook is very positive
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